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History 179: Reacting to the Past

Pronoun walk into the Walton lounge and rearrange the furniture into a circle. When you are awaiting

for the class to begin you chat with the other Noun - Plural . Pretty soon this class will Verb back

in time to the eighteen hundreds or to the Ancient Athens times. It may seem like you're in the Walton lounge

but you may really be in the Pantheon, or some old church. The Noun - Plural you have outside of

Noun may become some slave trader, or an enemy during class. A simple table transfers into a podium

where some of the most famous people in History may be giving a speech at in a few seconds.

Noun in class today the class changes into the Pantheon, you are now a famous person in Athien history

. You may have led an attack to save Athens in the past or you may be a trader, or a slave. You are sitting in the

Pantheon waiting for the chairmen to Verb the meeting after the sacrifice of the pig for the goddess of

Athena. Men are drinking wine behind you, while you are Verb - Present Tense on the first speaker.

Everyone gets quiet when the speaker is walking up to the podium.

The next week you Noun into class Noun and class begins but you realized now that you are in

1845 during the Abolitionist movement. You may be now a defender of the constitution or possible and

Abolitionist, or even possible an indeterminate who have no opinion on slavery. During this class there is more

Noun and Noun than a normal class. Pronoun tend to Verb at random times

at many of the opposing arguments. You soon to have to make a speech, you get up walk over to the podium

countless Adjective people had already Verb - Past Participle at and speak.

Noun - Plural the chairmen over the meeting is done with the meeting he will either call for a faction

meeting, where you will meet with your faction for the next class, or he will end the meeting, where you get up

and leave. Something is different as you step out of this class. You are now returned to the real world and soon

will be reunited with your friends. In Noun you went back in time, in some ways Verb - Past Tense

the past or just Verb - Past Tense them the same way they are today.
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